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HPER Seeks Replacement
For Chairman Hanson
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Py L.E. NewQDb

At one point in the controversy
Hanson said he hnd met with Darling
The Search and Screening Com- and Darting gave him rune reasons for
mittee for the Health, Physical not reappointing him,
'
Education and Recreation Depart~
The nine reasons were based on
ment (HPER) ~ given its recom·
mendations for a new chairman to the Hanson's asdministrative dealings
with subordinates.
College of Education Dean.
Darling explained that department
Dean Dale Darling decided last fall chairmen are appointed to serve a
not to reappoint the current chair- four-year term, At the end of the four
man~ Dale Hanson, when Hanson's yelU'S, theit performan~ is evaluated
term e,qJires at the end of this by the Dean, who then either :recom•
mends another ~rm or replacement.
~mester.
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Controversy concerning the termination of Hanson centered around
.Darling's refusal to explain why be
- would not reappoint Hanson,

Del!n David Darling

Darling said the position · was
publicized nationwide and the search
and sereen1rig oorinrutteC received 79
~rnpleted applicatioJ1S,
.All members of the committee were
from HPER and all application folders
were made available to JIPER faculty.
The number of applicants was trim·
med down to an eight-name priority
list by the screening committee. They
arrived at the eight-man list ·after
evaluating faculty responses to the
various candidates.

The decision to replace Hanson was
made by the Dean in an effort to find a
stronger .administrator to~ fill the
HPERcbair,

Darling said, ''The committee gave
greater weight to those candidates
with previous administrative _experience. I'm very hopeful that when I
see all the data and the recom·
mendations provided, that we'll be
able to flll the position.''
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The two top candidates will come to
UNM for personal interviews.
Darling said that one candidate,
Dr. Paul Pastor, tlirector of HPER at
California State University·Fullerton,
was at UNM last week.

76 Race Attracts

~

TennesSee~s Baker
Analysis by
Democratic party for so long MooJoseph MoDihan
toya's popularity is finally _disin·
Acting oddly. unlike your usual tegrating as people begin to listen a
presidential candidate Senator little closer to whatthe senior senator.
Howard Baker· told Albuquerque 'is saying.
·
"
reporters this weekend he is serious
But there does appear to be a flaw
about seeking the Republican in Baker's analysis about the S<H:alled
presidential .nomination next year. , ., "new politics." He believes the
Baker also said he would not ru1e out cynicism now ~ obviously profound
competing with Pres~dent Ford for amongst. v~ters and even. party
the party's endorsement. .
- _ stalwarts will fade as people come
In contrast to other presidential back .to the realization that our in·
candidates who have stopped here in stitutions are sound. If there is a "new
recent :weeks (Democrats Carter and politics" it seems to be pointed in the ·
Jackson) Baker seemed ~incere in his opposite direction, namely that in·
statements. His answers, although of· stitutions are unsound and unrespon- ·
.
ten reminiscent. of a different ~ra, sive.
wereatleastcandid.
That "basic faith" &ker has hope.
Unlik~ Jimmy Carter, whose chan- in puts him side by side with Ronald
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The second candidate who is from
the University of Utah. J)r. Leon Grit~
fin, is currently the Associate Dean of
the College of Health there.
Both .men have about 15 years experience in the health and physical
education field.
.__,

01. u r·l-c C-ase

a·u· est·.1_-ons

Darling said current chairman Han·
son will remain as a full professor on
the HPER Committee. I think we
have some top candidates who have
surfaced as top finaJists,". Darling
said.

F-u l·.l L__oa·d

ees .ofasbeooJJling
president
seem as Reagan
who Baker
criticizes
for not
likely
Dr. Spook's,
Baker admit~
"being broad
enQugh"
in his outlook.
to being a politician and open -to ac~ Baker; like Reagan when be was here,
cepting the vice presidential never took the Watergate, Vietnam
Testimony centered on how to
in research " because of the EE
called "antagonistic behavior" and
nomination. He did not talk about the _ war, or illegal espionage beyond the
define a full load for faculty mem·
point system.
''poor performance." They _men•
ever popular topic of ~•vigorous .... position that they were minor flaws in
bers in Friday's installment of
Djuric said that, except for one
tioned student complaints wbicb,
leadersbip!'_Ratber_be demonstrated abasicallybenevolentstructure.
.Jovan Djurie versus UNM, the
semester when he was recovering
the~. said, figured ~nto . tbeir
it by appearing to be speaking 'What
Tnis was probably best illustrated
case being heard by the Academic
from a stroke, he taught as many
deCISIOn to ask. the uruvermty to
was reall)( on his mind. He did not in Riker's dialogue when he spoke on
Freedom and Tenure· Committee
actual class hours as any of his
terminate Djurjc.
shun the fact that it takes cold am· Vietnam.
(AFTG). _
_ _ _•
colleagues. .
__
__Under cross-examination, _ only
bition to aspire for the presidency, _Asked .if the thousands of lives la;t
Academic ·Affairs ViceThe AFTC heard six witnesses
one of the professors, Ahmed Er·
and be did not attempt to prove his there- and the .billions pumped_ in
President . Chester Travelstead
Friday in the third eight-hour
teza, said be had ever soon Djuric
"leadership capacity" by atoompting "were in vain" Baker responded, "No,
testified that, according to a point
session of the bearing which has
teach . or' sought student
to answer questions beyond his reach. · I do not tbinkit was a waste we learsystem devised by the electrical
been adjourned until May _
eval~t.tons.
·_Of ~se it can .be argued t~t ned that .we made a mistake."· The
e_ngineering (EE) department,
Antongthe six testifying Friday
PJ~C argued that no formal
Bakers openness will _ wane .(as did senator did not go beyond that be did
Djuric has carried the smallest
were !out of
colleagues
crtter!on _ had _• e~er _. been
.
George McGovern's) when his chan· - . - . • the . -•
t
departmentload since 1969-70.
who c1ted
what they
established for reVIewm,g his ~ces for becoming president improve. not question • motives 0 . •8• m- ·
But Djuric countered that the
fonnance and that no opporl.umty
But maybe not. Baker seemed ·to· be volveme~t .nor did 11¢ e~ on what
figures are misleading_ ~use
had been provided_ for him to tell
right on mark when he cited the, tba~ war did totbe ~can: psyche.- they don't allow him creditror his
hissideo!thestory..
.·
_ •
. disrepute in which the two major par- In other words be reiterated Ford's
research on electromagnetic
He pmnted to his outstanding
ties are held.· He said even the position that we put a war behind us
fields.
student evaluations, conducted by
Democrats are a "minority party"and that probably cap never .be . "pUt
Testimony by EE faculty mem·
t~ el«;Ctrical engineering. !ratervoters this time around are going to behind us/' ._
.
~hers revealed that the point
mty,S•gma.Ta'!. •
_ _ .
be looking much . inore closely at companying Ba"ker, went -ful'thet. He
system allows credit onlyfor spon·
_ Thursday DJm:tC _called .ZJ. forproposals instead of parties. .
said it was only a matter of. years
sored research done under govern•
mer students to the stand, most of
You have 'beard it before and· ·before the Vietnam war.-wou1d. be
mentorindustrialgrants.
wbomtestifiedinhisfav,or.
· probably passecHt ·off~as the usual forgotten and expelled .trom
Thursday Djurie presented
•A few bad reservations about
Jacade of rhetoric. llJt this time it American thoUght. Domenici stopped
evaluations by his colle~s in
h1s _."Eur~pean _method" of
may be a reality, at least herein New s!Krt. of. tabing for ,.a reinstitution of
other uliiversities. who decribed
teachmg which puts the burden of
' Mexico.
'
the draft, but he did say Amerieans
Djuric's research as ''interesting
the course on one final exam.
· ' A poll, (said to have been done will onoo agaifi· look upon ~tary ser~
and significant." _ .
·
One student said Djuric would
~ntly telMsed by the· vice as a responsibiHty to tHeir coun·
· Djinic reminded the committee
meet !tim on Satur~y and Sunday
. Roswell Retard, showed Senator try. _.
__
_
. _
.
that in t970ihe AFTC ruled that . ..
morrungs to help him catch up on
1
Joseph Montoya in deep trpuble in aU
Neltber ~nici 41:'_ Baker spoke ~~he~was=·:··!:~de=-:m:ed~- full:·~fr:eed:=· ~-~--...;~=~~~~~~~==:.as:=si:gnme:·:nts:-~·~---J
... ~:.~·!>f_~~!tate. Ptoppeci.11P bY, the
.
(Continued on page 6) .
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He was quite impressed with the
faculty here and the facilities. But he
did express some concern about the
sheer size of the operation and about
the department having only departmental status," said Darling.
11
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Needs of Deaf Community
Topic of Workshop Sat.

l
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By Diane R!ISI!
.g
Most deaf people prefer
,_. language films. because of the
» subtitles. A radio is a useless
~ thing to a deaf person and TV
0
is of little help when you want
·~ to find out the news of the
~ day,
Imagine going to a hospital
~ in a {()reign country, not able
to understand the language or
c<!"
express yourself so the doc·
~ tors understand.
li':
Imagine a deaf person
waiting in the emergency
room at BCMC. It's almost
the same.
To draw attention to the
needs of the deaf community,
a workshop will be held this
Saturday from .2·4 p.m. in the
Fine Arts Building.
The workshop is the brain
child of UNM's intermediate
class in
manual
com·
niunications, taught by
Phyllis Fletcher, who hap·
pens to be deaf.
Services for the deaf are
practically non-existent in
Albuquerque, Fletcher would
like to see interpreters on
television or captions so the
0•

deaf can ·understand. The expressions. Sign language
city's deaf community is breaks the cultural practice of
small, but their need.s are looking away during conpressing, Fletcher said.
versations. Your eyes must
"Every night I crave to be riveted to your companion,
know what's 'happendifl?, in
Two women in the begin·
~he . world," she said, 'We
ning course were practicing
need the news."
signs on their way to class
During two classes, four and became so involved in the
deaf people came to "talk" conversation one of them fell
with
stud.ents,
using into some bushes.
American Sign Language
"The Heart is a Lonely
(ASL).
Hunter" was playing at the
A person who knows Guild and one of the charac·
English and ASL is essen· ters was a deaf-mute who
tially bilingual. Rather than commits .suicide at the end of
spelling each word in gram· the movie.
matical sequence, one shape
He spoke in sign language
of the hands or one motion to his friend, another deaf
becomes an entire phrase in mute. The theater was 9.uiet:
itself, ASL is an conceptual no soundtrack, no audience
language with its own struc- response.
,
ture.
In the row behind me, three
In the beginning manual people started laughing.
communications
class,
I got so. annoyed I turned
students learn 500-700 signs. around to tell them to shut
In the next class, they work up. They were signing to each
on speeding up the con- other and laugliing at jokes on
versation and injecting the screen I couldn't un·
idioms.
derstand.
The language is dramatic
For an instant, I felt the ex·
and expressive, requiring elusion deaf people feel for a
constant gesture and facial lifetime.
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Low Prices
.

A lot easier.
You know that taking care of
your contact lenses can be a re~
hassle.
You have to use a solution for
wetting. Another one for soaking.
Still another one for cl.c.aning. And
maybe even anotherQ!1.1:forcushioning.
But now there's Total!> The
all·in·one contact lens solution tliat
wets, soaks, deans and cushiQgll.
It's a lot easier
than having to use ·
4 different solutions.
There are two
good ways to buy
Totals- the 2 oz.
. size and the 4 oz.
size. Totals 2 oz. has
a free, mirrored lens

storage case, and the new economy
4 oz. size saves you 25%.
Totals is available at the
campus bookstore or your local
drugstore.
And we're so sure you'll like
Totals that we'll give you your seC!)nd
bottle free. Just !!end a Totals boxtop
with your name, address and college
name to:
'lbtat, Allergan
Pharmaceuticals
2525 Dupont Drive
Irvine, California 92664
(Limit one per person.
Offer expires
July 31, 1975.)

Coal Pl.

Lead Ave.

~·

'·

cent. When I first heard about

Vol. 78

Ear·n $1 0 a week
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dona·te tw•'ce weekly
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For Take Out Orders Call268-2929
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ASUNM Speaker's Committee
presents

8 am. to-5
pm
v,:.. ,. ",

reg"iilar week ot _the Uniyet!litY _ y~ar
1 and weekly durinlf the summer scss1on
I:JY thi'! Bo11rd or Student PubJicatiohS Of
the trniversit)T_ of _NeW Me:dcd. and is
not. fihanclally ·associated. wlth UNM.
Se!:!Ond class_ postage_pnid a.t Alhuquel'-

.L.. -

Garniaht:ldatnoextrachargewlihlottuc:c,tolllatoosloll

1E

Tuesday~Saturday
. ..

·~c.·..J.,.,h!:,·~,.·~·,-:~=~""-~""r"":"'·,...~,.n.,.*'~·:...'s..'w,,...ot_N_•w_·

Italian Special, Flam,
Genoa Salami
Provolone Cheese
New Mexico Special J&lapeno
Bologna w,cheddar cheese
Deli·City Special, Corned Beef,
kosher salami,
kosher bologna
Corned beef
Pastrami
Rueben Hero,Corned beef
w,Sauerkraut,
and Swiss Cheese
Flam
Flam& Swiss
Turkey
Vegetarian Special-Provolone,
Swiss American
Tuna Salad

e· L. o·o D

No. 140

Thi:! Dflily ··Lobo nt!cessatllY te'Vtt!Sents
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The opinions eXPressed 6rt !he edi..
toriat pages of 'l'hc Daily Lo_bo are
thO&e ot. the a.uthot s6lc1)f. Unslgned
opinion is _that of the editorial board.
of Th.e Daily :Lobd. Nothing printed in

..
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que, New Mexico 87181._ Subscription
rate rs $10.00 lor the acndemie year.

•

Steak and OniQns
Cheese Steak
MushroomSteak
Steak w,Bell Peppers
and Onions
Pizza Steak
Steak
Italian Sausage w,Bell
Peppers and Onions
Sausage and Meatballs.
w,Italian Sauce
Polish Sausage
w ,Sauerkraut
Meatball
Meatball and Sausage
Roast Beef
French Dip-Roast Beef
& French Onion Soup
Bologna, ham, salami
and cheese

"We had a room in the Student
Union Building," MacPherson
• said, ''so we could have two
student .lawyers work on small
problems. I remember when Gil
Gonzales called us and said we·
had to move out. Fle said other
ASUNM programs needed the office and could use the space more
efficiently."
.
"If Alan Wilson, the nev1
ASUNM President, offered us
reasonable space, we would
•
return t ° t he Stu dent Umon
Building. We would provide the
books

DO OU NEED·
CASH?
.·
•

Jiaht!d MondaY through._ Fl'iday every

'

Corner of Dartmouth & Central
3004 CentrQI SE
27 Var_t,'et-t'es-of Hero Sandwl'ch.es'.

The inconvenience caused to
some students by the location of
the Clinical Law Office at the
Law School on the North Campu~;
is leading Professor MacPherson
to try to find ·office space for
walk-in clients on the main cam·
pus,

iii

The New Me:cieo DailY Lobo ilf Pttb-

,illfll#
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerqul!, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 277•
4102, 277-4202
.
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Open

feels that tliey were not paid the niture if need be, to have a func·
S~t~rdays
mo,ney o:ncd . them from a job, tioning offi~e in that area," Mac·
we II advtse them and refer them ~P~hier~s~o=n~s:a'=d~.~~=~=~--~~~~~2k==~"""~~~
to the Labor Commission, which
has lawyers who represent that
•
person."

cases we litigate has decreased
ab~ut~enper~ent."
.
Th1s year, MacPherson sa1d,
"I think we will see 2000 to 2500
clien,ts from the .university com·
mumty. Only about 70~ ~o 800 of .
those are. c.ases t~~t Chmcal Law~
actuallyhbgates.
. .
l!nder a ne"': ch~Ical law
poliCy, cases whiCh chents can
ha~dle for. ~hemselves, or for
wh1ch there 1s ~n agency wh1ch
has the exp~rbse to hflndle a =
problem, cbmcal law w1ll refer 5
an~ not handle th?ms~lves.
§
. . Generally, .we 11 g1~e the'!! ad- §
V1se and then 1f the chent fads to 5
getany results, they can,come
back to us ~or further help, Mac· ...
Pherson sa•~·--·
5
"For example, if a student E

DAILY LOBO

••3·9378

~aitane
v
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necessary, to 'cut down on the
quantity of cases Clinical Law
handles rather than decreasing
the quality of the program.
"Dean FJart agrees," Mac·
Pherson .said, "that we have a
responsibility as members of the
legal profession to provide
needed services. Fle sees the
value of the (Clinical Law)
program as an excellent way to
train Jaw students. The av.erage
student has a right to . legal
representation if they need it."
"When a person goes to a
lawyer," he said, "they generally
are pressed and want immediate
relief. That is a reasonable ex·
pectatioil and they· may be upset
when we say that we can't see
them for four to six weeks." .
MacPherson attributed the
waiting time to the decrease in
Clinical Laws budget. "I don't
know why Gil Gonzales only
recommended $9,693. In face, I
had the impression from Gil's o[·
fice that he would recommend, at
a minimum, that Clinical Law be
funded at this year's level. I
received the impression that he
thought we were doing a good
job," MacPherson said.
-· "Gonzales cut us about 63 per

COPIES·

numb~ has~ w .A~WWS
the =
~::E-~oooooo~oo~~RmooooE·~.IicmmmnHI~~E~~Doooomu~OOULOO~Eoo~Dmmoooo~~~Mmml
program
chents,
"F~om th£ ol~, system of
repoti?,g our '!ata, MacPherson
·--r--., . 'If
i
said, there 1s a. 30 per c.ent 5
decrease. Numer1cally tho~gh, 5
,
,
I!!

New Mexico

LIBERIA

,,

the $9,693 figure, I thought that
was it f?r ~Jinical La;<. A $9000
.appropriatiOn, to us, 1s the same
as no money at .alL ?'hen I spoke
to the Senate Fmance Committee," MacPherson said. "~nd
we showed .them that we provide
more serVIces peJ: dollar than
anyth.ing else. ASUN.M (un?s·
_The mcrease .'n fundmg w_hich
the Senate Fmance Comm1ttee
recommended to the A~UNM
Senate was really needed, Mac·
Pherson said,
. .
Present]!'.. .Chmcal Law
charges an JUI~Ia1 fe.e of 50 cents
t? ~ll prospective chents. An a?·
d1t10nal fee of . two dollars Is
charged to clients who must ap·
pear .in court. and ~o clients who
require an extens1ve amount o(
work.
"I'm expecting the . 50 cen~s
and two d,?llar costs Will r.em~m.
the sa~e, MacPh~son sa_•d. It
wouldn t ~e a ba~ 1dea w•th.the
de~~ease m fundmg, to c~ns1der
ra1smg the costs, but I m not
planning it during the 1975·76
fiscal Y.ear."
·. .
D urmg t he pas t yea_r, Cl micaI
Law h.as cban.ge~ their form of
reportmg stat!. al d,ata on the

w!J~cPJ::r:;onir/td t~:otmhe: ~~t~:i~ ~~~~:~ ;~em:~~b~~e:~

WORLD CHAMPION.
BICYCLES
2122 Coal Place IE

By Louis Tempkin
Despite .a. reduction in the
budget the Clmical Law Program
received from A.SUNM, the
Clin1cal Law Office does not ex·
pect its program. to be greatly
curtailed next year.
Clinical Law received $24,500
in a budget allocation from
ASUNM for this past year.
Outgoing President Gil Gonzales
recpmmended $9,693 for the
program for the 1975-76 fiscal
year. The ASUNM Senate in·
creased the appropriation to
$17,599-the figure recently ap·
proved by the students in the
Spring election.
The $17 599 figure is a
decrease or' $13,116 from the
$30,715 requested by Clinical
Law, and a decrease of $6,901
from this year's funding. T.he
rest of the Clinical Law budget.
comes from the University. For
next year, Clinical Law has
requested $30,358 from the ad·
ministration.
·''I've talked to Dean FJart of
the Law School, and he's talking
about making UP· the balance to
help Clinical Law remain at this
year's funding level," William

M~ft~~n.
D~~~said.~ "One
ilie
Clinical Law Program
thing we'll have to do is to be
very careful about mundane
things like long distance phone
calls and office expenses."
· ·

Jr. GOPs Pick Head

By Joel White
Bob Corn, newly elected state
The New Mexico Republican YR chairman, feels the Young
Party elected Jack Stahl of Republicans can work and relate
Albuquerque, state party chair· with Wilson.
man at the state Republican Con·
vention held Saturday afternoon.
"We want to get young people
Dennis Stevens of Las Cruces involved in politics," Corn stated,
and Mary Ann Gomez of Santa "and not necessarily in the
Fe were elected vice-chairman Republican Party."
and vice-chairwoman respecAlan Wilson, ASUNM
tively.
~
President, said partisan politics
.Stahl replaced Murray Ryan, will have nothing to do with the
who served as state party chair· performance of his office.
man for two years. Carol Tinker
"There is no intent in util!aing
from San Miguel County was the office of ASUNM President
reelected state party secretary for the Young Republicans or for
and Dr. Tony Chan of any other organization," Wilson
Albuquerque was elected state said. "I was pleased that my
party treasurer.
friends, many of whom are
The New Mexico Young Republicans, .congratulated me
Republicans (YR), in conjunction officially. Perhaps this action wfll
with the senior party, elected help build a better rapport bet·
Bob Corn of Roswell state YR ween members of the state
chairman, and Gerry· Liguori of Republican party and UNM."
Albuquerque vice-chairman. Kay
The convention ended with the
Pifer of Roswell was elected annual state Republican Party
state YR secretarr and John Banquet where Senator Howard
Allen, a UNM student from Ber- Baker of Tennessee was the
nalillo County was elected featured speaker.
national committeeman. Paul
Senator Baker, who became a.
Talbert of Las Cruces was elec• national figure as the ranking
ted state :YR treasurer.
Repubican member of the
Other business conducted at "Watergate Committee" and as a
the YR convention was passage member of the special "CIA Comof a resolution issuing formal mittee" recently established by
congratulations to Alan Wilson · the Senate, is considered by
for his election as ASUNM many to be a viable Presidential
President.
candidate .in 1976.

Clinical Law Handles Budget Cut
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Library Dean Responds To BOok Suggestions

Perspective

Daily Lobo

Editor:

.
_
s~ould l1k.e to thank the
ed1tonal staff and rep~rters ~m
the Lob.o for the ~onttnued mterest 1n. the plight . o.f t~e
Ge~eral L•?r~ry. i:IS ex~lbt~ed m
y~:m~us ~rt1cles a~d ed1tonals: It
IS this, k1nd ?f. ~ct1ve student mterest that 101t1ated ~ m~ve to
upgrade the state s library
system~ _through the pas.sage ~f
a 10 m1lll~n della~ bond 1ssue 1n
1972. With continued student
sup_Port we ca~ ultimately
ach!eve the des1r~d .goal ~f
havmg a resear.ch library that 1s
adequat~ly ~qu1pped to support'
the tnst•tut1onal, informational,
and the research programs of
_
this University.
In order t~ ~e.able to _resolve
a problem, tt 1s 1mperat1ve that
one thoroughly understands the
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By William L. Coleman
For the past two years I have heard many ~:~rguments p~o and con
about minority quotas and admission to professional and graudate
schools. The talk is .replete with recrimination and intranq_sig~nce
Cit o..
which is augmented by the mere fact that each camp keeps to Itself
. and does not address the other directly.
.
~ ~
The objective of this article is to offer some facts for the exl~ten·
~ o.
-<eo
ce of these programs and hopefully clear up some m•sun. IL:'IXlV D'l"'/)'" r:vvl'o/(J' OF a:xa-A?»t770N/'
derstandings. It will focus on medical schools and especially UNM
rVWPI I 1".·
.
. . .. .
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progressive concert that the
PEC has brought here in the
past nine months was Santana.
I've recently found out that he
has signed the incomparable
Mahavishnu Orchestra and Jeff
Beck· for a <:oncert in June.

Thank you for that,

Whistle Stop Program
Editor:
I want to take this op·
portunity of extending ·to the
University Community an invitation to be with us for the
Kick-Off Program for Whistle
Stop. This Program will be held
Saturday May 3 on the new city
Plaza at 10:30 A.M. Mrs. Mary
GarritY of the Edgewater Community Council of Chicago will
be with us to deliver the main
address and we are sure that
she will · present many new
facets for the program.
Whistle Stop is already
working here in the city. We
have had some reports from the
University Community of its
successful use. Only last week a
lady was at one of our large ·
shopping centers and her purse
was snatched. She immediately
·blew her whistle and the
security guards responded and
. apprehended the culprit.
I want to urge every one of
.your students to get and wear
their whistles at all times and I

Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten · and double
spaced;
·.
Sender's name, address and
·telephone number must be in·
eluded with the letter or it
will not be .considered for
publication. Names will not
be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please
include a name, telephone
number · and address· of a
group member. The letter
· will carry that na.me, plus the
name ofthat group.

..

especially want to insist that all
women students on the campus
be sure and get your whistles.
All you need do is to contact Officer Pat Caristo and she will be
sure that you are supplied.
Recently we had a gentleman
from Ft. Worth, Texas as. well as
a lady from Phoenix, Arizona
here in the city. They liked the
idea of Whistle Stop so much
that they took' whistles and all
information with them so they
can begin this program in these
two large communities.
We will look to see many of
the students there at the
meeting on May 3rd.
Harold L Turner

ten away from PEC and all of
us- Mountain, Electric Light
Orchestra, Lou Reed, David
Bowie, Jefferson Starship,
Eagles, Pink Floyd, George
Harrison, Robin Trower, Gentle'
Giant and even one of
Schroeder's favorites, the
Beach Boys.
Instead of bringing some new
acts to Albuquerque, Schroeder
and the PEC have brought the
same old story-Linda Ronstadt (she's been here so· often
rumors have it she's· living off
campus), Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
llrid now (oh joy I), he's booked
America.
We need some new blood
and diversified taste in PEC
beginning with the ch~irperson.
Robert Anderson
P.S. I'm sure the PEC and
Schroeder will have many
reasons why the above nonconcerts slipped away but the
PEC and Schroeder should be
judged by the music presented
and not by the excuses offered.

The Rucker Letter
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Schroeder A nd. Th e PHowever,
.Ec
. . here's who's got-

Editor:
Since Steve Schroeder waots
to return to his lucrative job as
PEC chairperson, I feel he
should be judged by his accomplishments rather than by
the fact that he is a gra.duate
student.
The only interesting and

Editor:
'
I noticed today (Lobo, April 21) that the John Rucker ideology
conflict is with us still. As I suspect the Lobo editors of saving all
the letters Rucker's article occasioned and printing them one at a
time throughout the last month in order to drum up "sound,
thoughtful discussiOn,'' (to quote Michael Minturn) I am now submitting my response: John Rucker, I love your body. Care to
snuggle up and discuss Edward Gibbon?
·
Patricia Evilsizer

a white backlash is building up here and across the nat1on.
On the national level there are some facts to be considered,_
1. Sheer numbers create a problem. There are too few places in all
medical schools to accomodate all the qualified applicants. Even if
all applicants were Anglo, each school could fill its class two or
three times with qualified students.
2. The minority is becoming competitive. About half of them can
compete evenly with Anglos, and they improve every year. . .
3. Both Anglos and minorities drop out or repeat a year of stud1es.
Neither group monopolizes this action.
4. Surveys and research have proven conclusively that those who
earn high GPA's do not necessarily make good doctors.
5. With more and more applicants looking good "on·paper" (GPA,
MCAT scores, letters of recommendation),the less empirical (but
equally important) data will. play a larger . role. Motivation,
'background experiencees, social consciousness, ability to communicate and relate, etc are qualities that may decide a yes or no.
Whenever people are judging people, the human element must
necessarily be a factor, and some decisions must be arbitrary.
6. It is Anglo females, not minorities, who pose the greatest threat
to Anglo males. Nationwide in 1968 women were 9 per cent of first
year medical students; minorities were 4.2 per cent. Five years later
in 1973women were 19.7 percent; minorities were 11.5 per cent.
Two prominent reasons for the minority program are that
minorities are underrepresented in all aspects of health care
delivery, and that there is the strong possibility that they will return
to their communities Where neglect has taken a severe toll.
New Mexico, and UNMMS are in a very unique situation.
Minorities here constitute a clear majority (Chicanos, 42 per cent;
Native Americans, 8 per cent; Blacks, 1 per cent). This 51 per cent
increases yearly with their higher birth rates. Still there is a gap between the ethnic makeup of the state and that of the UNMMS
whose student body last year was about 23 per cent minority. Keep
in mind, however, that the minority program has only been in action for about five years. Significant prOgress has been made.
UNMMS is financed with Federal and State funds. Accordingly it
must follow guidelines regarding admissions. This is both a legal
and moral obligation. A medical school must be responsive and
responsible to the larger social strucfure which nourishes it and
which it purports to serve.
"Those who do not remember the past are condemned to relive
it." The poor and the nonwhite suffer disproportionately. In 20th
century America good health should be a human right, yet too .
·
many sutte~ and die needlessly.
(Continued on page 6J
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cost so much to get a book · tor books and serials and ['"·-- · ·_ ·
• · ·-· ·
"shelved,'' and why should the $50,000 for binding. The l·
·
·
·
library get more funds.for more acquisitions budget for the next i •
. books if It can't get what it has fiscal year was retained at the '
·:shelved." Therefore, by con- . same level, the reasoning given
t1nually reducing the problem to - that there is no sense in '
one of "shelving," the media, giving thE! library more money
including the Lobo, whila well- to acquire more books which
intentioned, is hatming the are not "shelved." Actually, this
overall library programs.
represents a loss in acquisitions
_ I should like to. place in per· funds, as inflation has increased 1
spective this particular problem book prices byan average of 17
,()f making the materials per cent, and serials by· an
acquired through th~ :.;bond 'average of 45 per cent. Sclenissue available for use. first qf tifio)md technica! jqurnals havl! .f,
all, we. must look at t~)l total ha(j the largest mcrease, with : T· · '
funds available to the libtacy for so'r'11e doubling in price during· :
acquisitions
of "···b'cioksl'' the~past year. A sllbscrip1icn to
periodicals, microforms recor- Chemical A.bstracts costs
dings, etc. The. budget for $2400.00 per year. The annual i
.j
acquisition
of
materials acquisitions budget per year, f.
allocated to the library for the therefore, is in effect reduced.
current fiscal year is $420,000 The only reason we're able to
Dean Paul Vassallo
maintain a 'minimum level of
collections development on a to these steps, catalog cards
PROCEDURE; UNITS; JOB LEVEL
current basis is because of the must be produced and filed in
availability of approximately the catalog. The rules for filing
$810,000forthisfiscal year from cards are in a publication that's
the bond issue. we are, 109 pages long. The rules for
LODOedltorfalsays volunteoro will do t~lo.
therefore, using funds which descriptive cataloging, that is
were intended to fill in gaps the provision Of author, title,
which have existed over the publishing information, but exyears to acquire new books and elusive of subject control and:
to maintain current sub- classification, are in a
Sl!arch Proeedurta
1·1() minute& per tiUc dcp~ndlng on difll·
scriptions. It is, of course, publication 400 pages long.
etiltt or b)bliogrnphlc level: performed by
The Library of Cohgress
questionable
whether the
studcn~ assistant, library tcc:hnlclan.
people of this state, and the seven years ago had a problem
legislators of this state, in- locating professional descriptive
tended to end up with gaps still catalogers with· Master's
existing in collections because degrees in librarianship. They
the bond monies were used to resolved this by identifying nonacquire current. materials. But, professional staff who had
then, what are the alternatives? years of experience working
Acq•l&1tJons proeidurea •
Another factor was the decision with the catalog and who had
130 title& per hour; performed by clerJut
to filrfri' gaps by acquiring per- extensive language training.
with Inffirex tralnfng.
tinent collections as they ' Those individuals were given a
became available, realizing full full-time training course with
well that the library was not the Library of Congress for six
Seareh A Proee18ln1 prlfl!durea
staffed adequately to process months, and even after that
4 mlimtes pcr·tltlc; performed by U!Jrary
materials that were being their work was checked by
the
technician and dcrk wllh terminal & cala•
loglng training.
bought. It is true that these long-term professionals. These
materials were to remain boxed, people did not even perform
but pertinent collections subject analysis of the books
become available in the book they cataloged. That was done
, trade rather infrequently and in another 'area by professionals
therefore must be purchased · who have extensive subject and
when available. It is also true language ability.
'
A large percentage. of the
that"prices are going up tremen.4-30 minutes p~r Utle depending on dUti·
dously, and to put off buying books that are being stored
eufty o! bibliographic level: performed by II·
br&ry teehhician trained In !eardllng.
now mean.s being able to buy represents older materials
less later, even if one had the which have to be given what is
opportunity. Therefore, the called original cataloging. There
decision to buy, as collections are no short cuts. What is
b
·
required is an expanded
become availa le, is a sound p·rofessional staff that can do
decision. It does, of course,
thejob.
leave us with t he problem of
We commend the Lobo for
how to make the materials
available for use. What does it challenging students to assist
Cat•lqfa• proe~dures
take to make a book available thed Library; We alr~ady ha.ve
20-60 minutes per title dep~nding on dirff·
culty Of bibliographie leVel;- performed by
for use? What ,happens to a ha · extens1ve expenence w1th "
proresslonal eal.alOgers~
book that has. been ordered and volunteers, not only students
received in the library?
'' bu.t others.. The UNM- ~ac~lty
Uncrating
a
box
is
a
rather
W1ves. are currently Fons1denng
Pi'oel!l!lalna procedure•
tOO eards per filer p~r hour: per!Ormi!'d
simple procedure. .Placing a a proJeCt we suggested _they
by student assh:tant, ~lt!rks .revbed by 11·
book on a shelf is relatively sim- vol~ntee~ for. What must . be
brarj' techntdan.
,,
ple.b:ut not as simple as it-loOks. ~eahzed 1s ~hat. ~olunteers are
. ;
BetWeen the opening of the box JUSt that. In tra1n1ng volunt~ers
ahd . the plaCfng of a full _w~ have to take away staff t1me
:~ rhiimt.es per~ pli)r!lical volumer ·per~
formca by- studef!;f i.!l,ij{ant, tlerks'.
;..J
procl;!ssed book c?n the shelf are Without_ ahy g~~rantee:that 1he
several steps _involving a variety volu~teers Will, cont1~ue to
.<
of skills, ranging from the purely ptov1de the _needed ass•stan_ce.
clerical to the expert knowledge But, please,, let m~ assure- you
of cataloging rules, languages, that ':'Ve are J~s~ as •nteres~ed as
LOBO editorial says volunteers will do
and subject analysis. For the ypu. •n providing good library.
this.
edification of the editors 1 am · serviCe. ~et .me also assure you
enclosing a simplified ' flow- .that we 1ntend to take f~ll adchart which highlights the steps vantage of all help that~ of·
a .book has to go through from fere~. _Wh~t must be ~eahzed,
being pulled out of a box to its , however. ~s that certain tasks
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problem tor problems) and then
analyze the various- solutions,
well intended as they may be.
Reducing the many problems
t.hat exist _in the provi~ing of
library serv1ces to the umversity
community to. one of "Shelving
~ooks" is performing a disser·
v1oe not ~nly to the library, but
to the University community ~:~s
a. whole. The media has con~nbuted to the creation of an
Image that "shelving books'' in
Zimmerman would take care of
~he lib~ary's •problems. This
•mage IS earned on so that
university administrators (not
all) frequently talk about "getting those books shelved.'' It is
carried, on further by state
legislators whp cannqt understand why we can't get the
books "shelved," why does it
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UNM Telephone Frills Studied
By Anne Tr~wicky

GET YOUR SCISSORS OUT!

$11 per month. The other l<ind of the bills within each departtelephone used here, the ment," he said.
0
The ri~ing ~osts of ,maintaining
homeowner model, has only one
At present, there are 2137
a telephone has been brought to
direct line. It costs $6,85 mon- direct lines and ~23 multi-line exeveryone's attention including a
thly.
tensions in use on campus, The
~
special budget sub-committee
By reducing the number of monthly bill for maintaining
~
comprised of UNM college'deans
multi-line phone$ in 11se, the com- these is $18,691.~5.
0
and administrators.
mittee estimates that UNM could
An additional telephone cost to
-~
Interested in cutting the cost
save 'about $500 each month. This the University is the use of the
~ of running the University, the
would mean that. only depart- Watts line. It is rented from the
ment secretaries , administrators state which assigns it in order of
and faculty chairmen would have need aJJd priority. There are
•
the· inter-office system. .All eight access lines at UNM alld
others
would ha VI) direct line the state charges 3.5 cents for
(Continued from page ~)
telephones.
each minute a line is used.
"American Indians have by far the w~rst health of all Americans.
J .R. Callahan, Administrative
_,......,-..r'\ ~
They suffer from 60 times more dysentery, 30 times more strep Coordi.nator of the Physical
throat, 11 times more hepatitis, and .10 times more tuber- Plant, said the University has no
culosis ... Senator Henry Jackson says the network of hospitals and 'intention of taking anyone's
clinics run by the Indian Health Service of HEW is ''understaffed, ·phone out at this point.
"We are simply discussing the
underfunded, and third rate.' Of the 51 hospitals only 22 meet
possibilities
of reducing some of
minimum national standards and only 16 meet national fire and
safety codes.''
The state Senate recently passed bill No. 39 stating:."$150,000 to
set up a medical student loan. To encourage medical practice in
areas lacking doctors. Recipients would have 20 per cent of their montinued from page 1)
fluous. Baker sees himsel£ as possibly
loan forgiven each year they practiced in areas designated as being about a re-focus of American foreign the broadest choice within the.
inadequately ~erved."
·
policy. In fact Balter warned of
Republican ranks for '76 but his Ull·
U.S.
becoming "Numbe.r Two" as he doing could be his satisfaction. with
E~j:J_ht N.M. counties have fewer than 1 doctor per 2000 peopl~.
Harding and Guadalupe have no doctors. (Bernalillo has 1 per 337 ""called for a buildup in the military to being a "broad choice" and staying
away from becoming a new choice.
and Los Alamos 1 per 542). Six N.M. counties have no dentists; offset the Soviet Union.
It
appears
the
traumas
of
the
pat
20
three have only one. Ten counties have no dieticians; 21 have no
years have had their effect on these
health educators; 5 have no hospitals; 11 have only one.
DON'T FORGET!!
men but the effect has been superEvery community in this state except Albuquerque an·d Santa Fe
· is desperately short of doctors, especially primary care specialities
UNIQUE GIFTS FOR
(Family. Practice, Internists, Ob-Gyn, Pediatrics). Even within
Albuquerque the maldistributlon of doctors causes hardships. Approximately 20 (5 per cent) of the city's 3B3 doctors practice in the
Valley area whose population is mainly Chicano, Indian and Black.
The Valley comprises about 40 per cent of Albuquerque's 300,000
people,
For generations ethnic minorities have been denied decent
health care and education, and their youth generally have lacked
academic and professional role-models. First rate scholars are not
made overnight. The· process is slow and sometimes painful, but it
must be sustained. There is no other way to meet the health ·needs
of the poor and disenfranchtsed. The past actions of the medical
. ·
profession attest to this.
"If I am not toF myselt, who will be for me?"
Yet if 1am for myself only, what am 17" (Hillel)

3
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committee has suggested the
possible elimination of some of
the telephone services now
available hl)re,
In particular, the group would
like to see restricted use of multilinl1 telephones.
Multi-line telephones provide
fnter-office communication and
an answering servicl), and cost
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COMMENTS ON LAST YEAR'S
WAVLON JEI\lNINGS' CONCERT:
" , •• 4,000 cheered, stomjlad, and
raved as Waylon Jennings bll1ted a
thousand at the Albuquerque Sports
Stadium Sunday night:•
-Albuquerque Journal
••The concert- was fantasticl"
-Seer's Catalogue
"The blowout ofthe year!"
"Albuquerque News
Join that same cordial crowd again.
Ona show only-please buy advance
to make sure you get in.
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~Fear of Flying"
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By Erica Jong
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The heroine frequently falls in love
with creeps and mental cases, Isadora
White Wing is like the drunk at the
imd of the bar. Perpetually miserable,
but always willing to talk about it.

~
1=1

·~

Isadora is always fantaswng or
crying but rarely feeling. She'& a
jerk-a spoiled brat catering to men
so they will humor her.

Isadora erroneously assumes her
states
of consciousness are universal,·
She rambles on and on about the
She
thinks
everybody watches crot·
last wierdo she slept with, II\Other,
ches
for
bulges.
She has never met a
her five analysts, her three worthless
man
who
didn't
want
to sleep with her
sisters and her "writing."
and can't believe one exists.
Her life is one encounter. She
The novel lurches forward and
ba¢kward, ignoring chronology and thinks with her vagina and resents
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The Doobie Brothers made music while the place was exploding.

·Stothets Dooble 81Qst AwQy Qt Audience
By Mlehael O'Connor
Doobie, Doobie, doo.
The pack crowded into the Johnson
sardine can, ready to blast into spring
with some boogie-even the seats
behind the stage were filled.
The warm-up act, Henry Gross,
came on to a typical concert scene-a
big, pink balloon bouncing aro1,1nd the
gym, Frisbees glancing off people's
heads, thousands of matches turning
the gym into a giant alt.'U' full of candles to which the musicians came. with

their special kind of prayer.
Gross did his best, which wasn't
bad, to get the people JIIOving, b\lt it
would take more than his high, clear
voice and undistinguished rock and
roll to break the listeners out of their
winter hibernation.
Doowahdiddy,
On came the Doobies with "Jes\IS is
just all right" and the sardines began
moving out of their oily winter embalmment.
13\lt the band began cuts from their
new album because, after all, that's

-: .........

Henry Gross did his best to get the crowd moving.

why they were here, to promote their
new album.
But the sardines said, "What's this
stuff? This isn't the band I know," and
they went back to ~l~p.
The band finally played a song the
crowd recognized, "Black Water,'' and
a few people began moving. "China
Grove" came next and even the most
lethargic began bobbing their heads.
The Brothers Doobie finally got
everybody out of their seats with
special effects reminiscent of The
Who.
Remember the reflecting ball at
roller skating rinks? Well, the
Brothers had one that splashed tiny
'lights all over the crowd. Then they
blew everyone out of their
seats-literally. Bombs began going
off, smoke from dry ice machines
covered the stage and the first two
rows.
The band finished and left the stage
and firelight from matches replaced
the light from the roller rink reflector. The sardines were up, screaming
for more, which they got-the
Doobies waited a fairly short time on
the encore continuum before cdming
back with another song, more bombs,
more smoke, a staged encore-and
then they left, apparently for good.
More matches, more screaming.,
More?
More, by God. Two encores for the
Brothers Doobie.
Lis~!!.f,<! -~~~~ music.

525 Line
Image

Actually she starts growing up
(she's 29) and discovers that love
requires more from her than tear& and
sex.

By TERRY ENGLAND

J

will undoubtly go down the tube also. And statement of libel and
damaging to character will be heard by millions.
•
The stations will argue freedom of the press. But they cannot get
away from the responsibility pf what they bro!ldcast even if the First
Amendment were somehow ex:tended to radio and TV.
What about the .innocent? Somebody could get in deep trouble for
being at the scene, This ar.guement goes for film too, but the impact of
film-after-the-Iaet is not as gre11t as live coverage.
What about follow-up? Will the station responsible take the time to
pursue what the live camera presented? And, there is n~ g}larantee
that the follow-up will be live-from-the-scene. If it is not, the impact,
therefore the fairness, willl>e destroyed ..
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Block Poet
to Reod Work

·""

~

San Francisco poet Pat Parker will
read from her works, which include
Child of Myself and Pit Stop, Tuesday
at 8 p.m. in the Honors Center at the
University o£ New Mexico.

Although the College Inn lsn'
really located at Broadway and
42nd St., isn't it nice to know
·you can find a pfeasant place to
live, without sacrificing the convenience of being close to cam•
pus? And talking about con·
venience, we do the shopping,
the cooking and the cleaniJ:lS.
(we even make ypur bed). In'-·
stead of coming back next {aU.
to the annual housing crisis, ·
consider reserving a place.-now
at the College Inn. Call'u~ ~~ ·
243-2881 or come look. us over
303AshN.E.
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· Bikel to Appeor

~tt'

EricaJong

Art and Soul Gallery
Scottsdale Village

p.m., at

·logic. Apparently, it is embroidered men who think with their penises.
autobiography: the blonde, wanton
Her concept of the "zipless fuck" is
Jewisli princess married to a Chinese a desire for unexploitive, guiltless,
psychoanalyst fits the promo picture fulfilling sex with a stranger on a
.train. (And no hassles with zippers .(lr
and the name, Erica Mann Jong.
After a tiresome journey through bra snaps.) The ZF is love without
sexual encounters, fantasies, and responsibility or consequences.
rec611ections of her first period, she Screw-the-world-1-don't-eare.
'finally gets to some point of . In the end the heroine finally
"liberation;" she thinks she can main- realizes· that a fulfilled life does not
tain her identity for more than two amount to a gOOd lay. Most people
don't take 29 years to realize
minutes at a time,
.. that.
~
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and ASUNM PEC Present
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And We Are Now Open At

Tip toe tonight In bare ·
traps' ''Latigo". Dark brown
leather with padded Insole
on matching 3" wood platform.

6307 Menaull\TE
88'1..:5223

23.00
Open Mon.
thruFrl.
o

'tii9PM

(Located across from Coronado Center)

Watch For Our

Grand Re-Ope~ing.

~~1.ay

16th & 17th
fine shoes

\'_'
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Wbatfor are you, Mini·Cam?
You may have seen the ads on channel 7 pushing the virtues of their
latest purchase, the mini-earn, This little jewel (which set KOAT back.
The .appearance is sponsoted, by tlie"
$150,000) is a VTR camera, much like you find in the studio. It is. por•
"Channel 7 Doel! it Again,"
UNM Women's Center and the ~
table, ean.be used by one man (woman) with a strong back a~:~d has live
Now
that
they
have
the
mini-l!am
1 KOAT is not about to let yod
Women
Studies prQgl'am. J)onations ;::::
capabilities,
forget it, The productioP crew spent about an hour making a promo will be accepted.
1ll1
Aye, there's the rub: live. What will that do to the news? If the film about it, with it as the ~t!lr .•
general public ca.n see it all live, won't they itch, and want to parLater that same day, one of theri reporters was out following the
ticipate'(
progress of the manhpnt. That .afternoon the mini-cam -was brought
LOBO OPTICIANS
It's not as absurb as you think. Some of these take-overs and other out to the ~cene byhelicopter and used for a few minutes. 16·mm Film
demonstrations are not !lS much for "oppressed minorities" as a was also shot of the reporter using the mini-cam, and then ~he thing
Member of
television show •.After all, the best way to get your message across is wasta ken back to the studio, again by helicopter.
Contact Lenses
down tbe tube.
That night, the story on the manhunt took second importance to fhe
An. example often used is the Wounded Knee occ1,1pation. There was fact that tile statiop had a mini-cam. The shots taken w.ith the mini·
Society of Texas.
no show except where there were no cameras, but the nation learned cam had words above and below the picture stating that it was done
Across from
the mess~ge because there were cameras,
with the new toy.
Yale Park.
."C'mon, Maude, let's join the fun!"
Then, about a minute of news time was taken up with the
Hours: 11-t 2·5 .
Now comes live-from-the-scene stories. Some nerd and sometime- promotion. No hard news, just the mini-cam promo. On top of that, a
Monday thru Friday
revolutionary will be sitting at home when hark! he sees a riot goin' shot of the helicopter that took the camera to the site was pawned off
2J 16 Central SE
on. "Let's go!" He shouts to no one in particular. He joins the riot, and as on-the-scene shots of the manhunt. It almost worked, but the
background gave it away.
268-4
his mother sees him' on the TV beating/getting beat by a cop.
Is this news? Participatory journalism? Making news is not good
news.
Everybody won't be affected this way, of course. Not everyone is
going to run over to the scene. Witness. the newspaper journalists
Folk m\ISician Theodore Bike! will
We wanted to bring an art 'shop to
that wer.e watching the passing of Bobby Kennedy's coffin on present a show at Popejoy Hall
television when the real thing was not twenty feet .from where they tomorrow night at 8:15p.m. The conAlbuquerque that would cater to the ar:t collec·
stood.
·
cert will help c;ommemorate Israeli In·
tor on a modest budget. And we think we sucdependence Day, so Bikel's repertoire
Reality
will
include
Israeli
and
Yiddish
songs.
Some people will say that on-the-scene coverage will be good for
ceeded We also carry collector's items too.
Bike!, an actor and guitarist who
broadcast journalism because the events will not be distorted, which speaks
17 languages, has had many
Come and see us soon.
can happen whim the film is edited. True. But, have you. ever seen albums of
Folk
and
Show
m\ISic
on
the
everything at a live event? When things are happening, when people
are excited/upset/distressed, the whole truth !s not known for Elektra label. The Jewish Community
Council of Albuquerque says that any
days. A cameraman/reporter caught up in the action cannot be sure profit
made from the show, excluding
of covering it all and of getting everybody's point of view.
expenses,
"will be used for various
On-the-scene-coverage cannot be complete because of the nature of
charitable,
cultural and humanitarian
humans. People react to a camera, and if they know it's live, the
purposes."
amateur actor takes over. Witness audiences in the studio when the
Eubank Opp. Eu•Can Bowl
• Tickets may be purchased at the
camera turns on them.
•
Houl'e Monday•Satul'day 10·6, Sunday 1·4
And the relatives of accident victims: what will they do when they Popejoy box office and a reception .for
Bike!
is
scheduled
after
his
per'
see their loved one mangled in a ear wreck?
formance.
"Godammitl"
Then there's censorship. People under duress do not pay asttention
to the nieieties oflanguage. Words considered by some to be offensive

We've Found A New Home
Stay in the middle
of things. ~ive at
the College Inn.
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Women Victorious;
-Men Fall To BYU

Turquoise Preva.ils In Cherry- Silver Game
By Del Jones
Any doubts that quarterback
Steve Myer won't be the same
this year after his knee surgery
were ended Saturday, as he
guided his 'rurquoise team to an
easy 20·6 victory over the White,
in the annual Cherry-Silver
spring. game, at University
Stadium.
Wind definitely played a role
in the game, but had little affect
on Myer's short bull,et passes
which netted him 130 yards. He
completed 12 of 18 throws for 67
per cent and at one point hit nine
in a row.
"I didn't try any long passes,"
said Myer after the game,

ded way short. Every score of yarder, which ~I eared easily
the game was made with the giving the Turquoise a 13-6 edge,
wind, while the deepest
Following the kickoff, the
penetration to the south goal line White handed the Turquoise
was when the Turquoise ad· another score when Bryant fumvanced to the 12-yard line b!lfore bled on the White 24. Bob
Berg's missed field goal.
Supergan fell on it.
The first touchdown of the
Myer then completed a quick
gaine came late in the first quar- pass to Barnes to put them on the
ter when the Turquoise took over · 16, and two plays later he thr.ew
on the White's 47 after a 26-yard a perfectly executed pass to Per·
punt by Steve Ciepiela. On a ston Dennard for the game's final
crucial third and nine situation, score,
Myer hit DPn Barnes on a screen
"The knee really felt good,"
pass that went for 11 :Y!lrds to the said Myer. "I landed on it hard a
White 35. Myer then tested. his couple of times too, and it never
knee with runs of nine and five bother~Jd me."
yards, the last one in for the
Myer was also happy that he
score with 4:19 left in the first won a six-pack of. beer on the
game. "Now I've got to rest up
quarter, to make it 10·0,
The White, which hadn't because I'm going to the Doobie
generated much offense behind Brothers concert tonight."
sophomore quarterback, Ken
The White team actually
Bryant, caught fire when Ron gained more total yardage than
Wallace blocked a Max Hudspeth
puiit giving the White the ball on
the Turquoise 11-yard-Jine.
Two p.lays later, Bryant
carried the ball over from the
nine yard line when he cut back
to the left side. The extra point
attempt was blocked by Bruce
Herron. The half ended with the
Turquoise leading 10·6.
The Turquoise came out after
the intermission and quickly set
Berg up for his second field goal
when Herron recovered a Ben
Turner fumble o'n the White 31.
With 10:55Jeft Berg floated a 47-

"beeause the wind would have
gotten under the nose and blown
them away."
The wind blew steady at about
30 mph but seemed to gust up
over 100 when either team tried
tp punt. Five boots against the
wind went an average of 2S yar·
ds, while the two punts made
with the wind sailed 58 and .S6
yards.
Every kickoff going with the
gale sailed out of the end zone,
Bob Berg easily made field goals
of 42 and 47 yards while kicking
for the north goal posts but when
he attempted a 30-yarder to the
south, it ballooned up like a
poorly thrown frisbee, and !anDaily Lobo

Sports
...

*{

'
\'
i

the victoriou.s Turquoise, 20~
188, They easily defeated them m
the rushing department 135 yar·
ds to only S8, but the Turquoise
passed for 130 yards to only 74
for the White. Bobby Fonest
was the leading rusher in the
game with 67 yards.
"I think our running game is a
lot better than it was last year,"
said coach Bill Mondt. There
weren't many yaTds made
rushing, but the defense pursued
real well, and the runners didn't
break many tackles."

By Jo Lopez
Strong chilling winds did not
hinder New Mexico's tennis team
as they defeated West Texas
State, 7-2,. in a rematch Saturday
morning. The Lobos had edged
W~Jst Texas State 5·4 in March
at West Texas State. '
The Lobos won all six of their
singles matches, the most
satisfied winner probably being
No. 2 man, Ren Kern. Kern lost
to his opponent Steve Johnso11
when the two teams met before,
but .worked hard to beat Johnson
this time, 7'6, 4-6, 6-1. "That's the
hardest match I've won in. a long
time. It feels good," Ke~n said after the match. Kern said. he has
known Johnson since they were
youngsters growing up . in
California, ·and it was good to
play him. "It was good to get
revenge," he said.
.
Coach Tom Pucci said he was
quite happy with his team's performances, especiaUy that of
Kern. "I think we've come out of
our slump," he said. "We've
shown a lot of togetherness in

..: .......
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UNM Nine Loses Three
Against Arizona Wildcats

Poetry Reaping sponsored by
Womens Studies and Women's- Cente~
and Juniper

Coaeh Bob Leigh's Lobo Saturday were 12·3, 7·4, and 8-7,
baseball squad had its chimce to
advance to NCAA play, instead
This year for the first time two
the nine lost three straight away teams from each conference
games to WAC southern division division will go to the NCAA. It
runner-up (so far), Arizona.
seems at this point, that the
Final scores in the series Arizona contingents will be the
played on Thursday, Friday and representatives.

PAT
PARKER

Author of Child
·· of Myself and
,l·
Pit Stop
.
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this match. We played with inte~sity and motivation. ~ don't
thmk we even played th1s well
against the Arizona's,"
.. Pucci sai~ Kern_'s ~in was ~he
.greatest wm of ~Is hfe. K!!rn sa
fme player. He s been down
a:vhile. I knew it would just take
time before he would become a
premier pl~yer in the WAC. He's
had , some close matc~es and
hasn t been able to wm some
dose one~. He had a treme.ndous
commandm!!',)>erformance 1~ the
last set.,He JUSt destroyed h1s opponent.
.
.
T.h~ Lobos played ~he1r regular
pos1t!on~ Saturday. Coach. ~om
Pucc1 sa1,d t~~y rotat~d pos1t1ons
for a while JUst to g1ve some of
the , othe.r gur,s a chance at
playmg h1gher.
Pucci said the match was a

The Last ASUNM Coffee House
Presentation

The Big River Boys
Sat., May 3, 8 p.m.

•

Old Bookstore Coffee House

•

"super win." If we keep playing
like this, we're going to get a lot
of people in trouble in the WAC."
The Lobos next opponents are
Brigham Young and Utah on May
6 and 7;

I

I
25
The
Do~ble-Deck Hamburger
Chilled Lettuce Salad
French F~i.es & Reg. Coke

,.

.

Dritina/

HUmBIE·PIE
and

It's the

real thing.

Tonight
on KRST92.3

·coke.
T'ftdl-mlrlc•

9.-10 p.m.·

From Ft. Collins Colorado
. '.
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Black Lesbian
Poet

Pepino's On Central

d

Netters·Succeed Again
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Mel Powers wastme of the few bright spots in Saturday's
track clash with BYU. Powers won the intermediate and
high hurdles.

Ride The
White's Ben Turner, number 31, carries the ·ball against intrasquad opponents at the Stadium Saturday. The Turquoise
team beat the White team, 20-6, even though Turquoise was
outrushed 135-!i/1

ALBUQUERQUE
GROWTf-! CENTER

The UNM men's track team Women'.s coach Kathy Marpe
505-344·7523
fell to WAC champ l3YU Satur- said of her triumph, "We won
Groups Couples Individuals
day at University Stadium, 84·60, because of our depth. It was the
.for more iOto.rmatlon call:
while its female counterpart team people.
3020 Rio Gran do NW
"Each meet we've improved
dominated a quadrangular again·
st Arizona State, New Mc;>eieo our times. We'll be ready in two
Albuquerque,, NM 87107
State and Texas-El Paso.
. weeks (for rcgionals in Las
Men's coach Hugh Hackett Cruces),"
said, "We could have won very .;.::~iiiiiiiWii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;=~~~easily.'' He said Michael·
II d
Solomon, UNM's wAC 440
Prescriptions fi . e . ~
champ, turned his ankle playing
~yr
basketball during the week prior
Lenses rep QC,e~
to the dual.
"With Michael," Hackett said,
~
"we could have won both relays,
......
That alone would have added 10
~
points to us and taken 10 from ·
~........
them. Then put Solomon in the
......
quarter, and we'd have won the
meet."
Hackett also said Bob Phippen
was unable to run in the 880-yard
dash because of a foot injury, but
h.e said both Solomon's and Phippen's injuries are not serious.

1

Phow by !Iandy Buildor
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Is q journey, •
not.. q destlnqtlon. "

Honors Center
Tuesday, April29, 8 p.m

4310 Central SE
•

Sponsored by

BIG BOY

HI-FI House
.
. ®
·3011·
3~ Statch • C-D PIONEER
Ufti!UflfNf•f•W!
HIOHFID[ltTY
Monte VIsta NE

FAMILY RESTAURANT
-·

liZ Central Avenue NE
5115 Cenlral Avenue NE
55Z Coronado Centu NE

(Offer expires May 4, 1975)
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Foreign Programs

TWO 16" H~nVY•Ilut)' Lntwette table-top •
BPenkcrs must aell •100, 881·0913. 4/2.9
. OL'OTHING SlllP;r,UDN'l', new atock of
vlntnric clothes 'for sprlnrt. The Silver
tfn
Sunbeam, 3407 Central NE.
. There are still some
Ratfls; 10¢. per W!)rd per day with a
1973 DMVV 7/iO, 71i00 milcs, $2200, 1907
$1,00 per day minimum c:Jiarge, or 61
Dodge Van rel,mUt <m~lne, 1969 Dodge
openings
jn three UNM Spanish
per word per d8Y with a 60f per day
Van· w/slnlt, Icebox, fold-out ·'bed. 206·
pr()grams which are being taught
minimum chnrgc for ads pub lshed. five
.1!436.
4/28
or ~more con11ecut1vo days with no
this year in Madrid, Spain; Quito,
refund •. ,
··
·
S'lir'ER SUMMEit 'l'RANSPORTAT!ON·
Tcrm11: Payment must be made tn fuU
· 1970 Norton 750, ex:ci!Jicnt condition, 12,.
Ecuador;
and · Guadalajara,
prior to .Insertion of adv.t!rtlsemc:nt.
· OQO
$lOGO. 877·4838.
4/28
·
Where : Marr()n Hall, l'Jil• 182
Mcxi<:o,
Dr.
Gerald Slavin, direcBICYCtJES FOR SALE. Largest sclectlo'rl
or bJI mail
tor o£ the International Programs
at lowest prlccis on Gltane Llbcrfa1
Classified Advertising
Zeus; nnd twent;v other of the world's
UNM P.(), Box 20
at UNM has announced.
finest rrii\IH:a. Use1l bikes from $30. New
Albuqul!rquc. N.M, 87181
bikes from $90, WORLD CHAMPION
However, the deadline for apniCYCLES, 2122 · Coal Place SE, 843.•
plying
is May 15 and one or more
9378.
·
·
tfn
1) PERSONALS
of the programs may close out
OLD
MIRAGES1
1949-1970
$1.0()
each.
SUMMER APARTMEN'r WAN'l'ED fl1r~
Roqm 132, Marron HnlJ,
.
.
earlier as qualified applicants are
nlshed, Small sublet for couple. C, 1\olJer, 1430 Unlv, Terr. #614, Ann Arbor,
OLD LODOS on sale for 10c each, Rm.
accepted,
Slavin said.
MI. 48104. (318) 602·2128,
6/2
132, Marron Hall, .
All
three
programs offer up to
IT IS PANGEitOUS to know,. but It is
VOLVO & VOLKSWAGEN WORK. Rea·
more dumteroua not tO' ltnow. We. don't
nine college credit hours and
sonable prices, Forelgii Auto Service,
hnvc nil the nnawers, but mnyb~ to6121 Gibson SE, 261i·6124.
tto
each requires some proficiency in
R'eth!!r we cnn try to find aome solutions.
CHARLIE ROMERO •. Unique gold and
11/2
AGORA 277-3013.
Spanish.
dinmond wedding rings. 203-GilOl. 6/2
.GAY and ne<ld to t111Jc with gay people 'l
The Madrid program will run
ANTIQtJE SpRING CLOTHES, antique
Drop by M~a Vlstn 2027 or call Junifurnlture 1 quilts, photogrnphs1 ac<:CS• from June 15 through July 24 and
Per, 2'77·2604 •. Sun. 2 :30 I'M • ll PM:
sarles. Tne Silver· Sunbcmm. 3409 CenMon,·Snt. 7 PM - 11 PM
4/30
costs approximately $1200
trnl NE.
tfn
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'l You
dollars,
including transportation,
have friend!! whD care at Birthright,
6) EMPLOYMENT
247-9819.
tfn
tuition,
and
room and board.
Ul71i GRADUATES-:Albuqucrquc Jnsur•
Under the direction of UNM
2) LOST & FOUND
nncc Agency aecklll!r snlm and aalcs
mllnng()ment trainees. Stnrtlng sn1nry history department Professor
FOUND: SILVER Hishl Necklace, call
$760 Rnd up, Call 266·5991,
5/2
266-2095.
4/29
ALASICA PIPELINE BOOM I Int'orma· Donald Cutter, much of the
LOST: FEMALE Golden Retriever cross
tlon on conQtructlon and non-construc- Madrid course work being of·
reel-gold color. Dlnck mussel. Red collar.
tion :fobs in A1nslm nnd on the pipeline
fered will concern Spanish
88.3-9484.
4/29
wages, addresses, qualifications-the true
atory from Alaskn. $5,00. Dennll In• history and civilization.
FOUND: Jewelry, Doolcs. Clothing and
loriJlntlon Service, Dox 1703, AnchQragc,
mnny more vnlunble Items. PleMe claim
AK, 9.9G10.
G/1
Students applying for the
at CnmPUil P!JIIcc, 1820 .Roml\ NE (Yale
& Roma), 8-4 :Mon,-Frl,
4/30
PART-TJME JOB, graduate stUd<!nts only. Madrid program should have
Afternoons & evenings, Must be able to
3> SERVICES
worlt Fritlny & Saturd11Y nights, Must be taken four semesters of college·
.21
:venrs old, Apply in :P<lrson, no phone
GUADUATES SEEIC:ING. JODS'l Your
calls, please. Save Way Liquor Store, level Spanish or have its
· resume prepared, printed & dlstrlbuti.!U
li704 Lomas NE.
equivalent.
In June Nntlonnl Directory, lnexpen·
sivcly, Free Info, form. Write RE·
At Quito the program being of.
7) MISCELLANEOUS
SPONSE UESUME AIDS, Dox 82948fered
is a usummer Institute for
.
C-D, Snn Diego, CA 92138.
RURAL HOUSE WANTED for summer
residence.
Woman
with
2
dogs,
2
chll·
Spanish-English
Billingual
HIGH QUALITY Wedding PhotoJl'l'aphy,
dren •. Rent open. 205·0938.
4/28 ·
Best rates in towri. Call 208·0627. 4/28
Teachers" and as tu.ch req1;1ires a
8) ~RAVEL
PEOPLES CAR. Import & Domestic Auto
somewhat higher proficiency in
Repair. 4717 Isleta SW. All work guar2-3 PEOPLE need ride DESPERATELY Spanish.
anteed. Yolks. svccinllate. 873·0626. G/2
to IJ.A. area April 30. Share expenses.
It is under the dir,ction of Dr.
243-7076. .
.
.4/?.ll
OVERSEAS .TOD8-Austrnlln, Europe S.
America, Africn. Students aJIJ,rQfesslons
nnd occupations $700 to $3000 monthly.
ExpenBI!B PRill, overtime, silthtscclm~.
Free lnformntiGn. TRANSWORLD RE·
SEARCH Dept. A 20, Box 003, Corte
Mndera, Calif. 94926.
4/30
TYPING mM SELECTRIC-Mnth, lnngungc symbols. Theses, dlascrtntions,
6/2
pap<lrs. 897-0900, .
ACCURATE TYPIST for thesis, term
llnpers, etc. Fluent French nncl En"lish,
GO cents Jict pbg'e. Phone 290·6779. 4/28
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos,
Lowest prices in town I Fnst, plcMing,
Ncnr UNM. Cnll 2115-2444 or come to
1717 Glrnrtl Blvd NE.
tt'n
PROFESSIONAl.. TYPIST. IDM selectric.
Rensonnblc rntl!s with gunrnntectl nc•
curacy. 298·7147
.
4/1:1

CLASSIFiED
ADV.ERTISING

mi.

Library ...

(Continued from page 5)
Sabine Ulibarri, chairman of the
department ()f modern ane can only be performed by
qualified individuals. The, Lobo
classical languages at UNM.
Cost of the Quito program will and the students can contribute -.
be approximately $1000 including to the resolution of the Library's
travel, tuition, and room and problems best by working with
board, It will run from June 9 to us to seek and acquire end funAug 1 and is primarily designed ds that are neede~.
for teachers of Spanish or fot,
We will be happy to provide
students planning ()n teaching
the editors .of the Lobo with a
Spanish as a career.
'tour of the Library and explain
In Guadalajara the thrust of the processes involved. Perhaps
the program is anthropological a better understanding will con~
with UNM anthropology depart- tribute to a more informed and
ment, Professor Philip Bock as realistic approach "to solution of
the program's academic director.
Included are courses in the problem .
Paul Vassallo
psychological and cultural an·
thropology.

!1e~ices

Now
PlaYing

4) .FOR RENT
BEDROOM AND DATI{, turn., 4 blks.
from Med School. Shnrc m!!nls, garden,'
5/1
$86, utils. lnchtdcd. 277-4107.
GOING HOME. , • Rent a Rycl<!r 1'ruc1(
nnd move :vourselr. , • CHEAP! 766·1111.
10% on onc-wny moves wit 1 this nd
4/28
nnd student JD.
ROOMMATE. Share bouse \vlth gratluntc
students. $60/mo, Nenr UNM. 842·0265.
4/30
• SUMMER CAMP FAOILlTIES (children's schoolhouse) available tor rcint,
4/29
ncrc of land, 83G·GGG2.
1405 GOLD SE' Brand new huge ]llusb 2
bedroom sixplex.. Fireplaces~ Spiral
stairs. EnonnGus closets. Beautiful furnlahlngs, $215, 401-A STANFORD SE.
Jmmnculnte, furnished 2 bedroom bGuse.
$195. 401·D STANFORD SE. 1 bedroom
apt. :Excellent furnishings. $145. AU
units double insulated tor quietness.
UtiliUcs paid. AllPointntent, 842-0925.
4/29
NORTH VALLEY•. Lnrge private room,
shttrc home. Parking. garden. $90 mo.
4/28
incl. utilities. 3U·4849.
GARDENs-home growns, better cheaper
irrigated by owner, 277·5813, 873-1131.
Un
KACHINA APARTMENTS. Dl'!1uxe 1·
bdrin furnished, $156/mo. utilities included. 301 Harvard SE. 265·6348, 2
blks from UNM.
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FORSALE

ARTLEY FLUTE, Good con!tltlon. $75.01),
881·6512. . .
..
8/2
CAR STEREO w"/FM tuner, 20% ot'f, Call
277-4581.
. .
.
6/2
GE ~>Solid stl'!reo, good condition, $20. Call
2u9•1502 a!ter 5 :00' pm,
. 6/2
mRARn ·TURNTABLE, Syrnnhonlc ·Am..
Piificr;y.j fotu• speaken;, . I'!X:eellent condl•
4/30
. tion. vest offer. 293·859&~.
PORSCHE LUGGAGE RACJ( •. S~ve $2().
Price $41), 299~8505,
.. . . 4/30
'71 PORD dAMPER VAN', goo·d eoru1Hfori,
Double bed1 ice b0x 1 roof vent, extras.
$1800 or oest oft'er, 262-0454 after 6
Pim.
4/29
NOW AT TALISMAN..,-The BEAD Co.
4' x 6'. Ttl'!•dle on dnmask-t'rom Africa I
Limited quantity vtus bead!! and findings
or all types-5G11 :Menaul Blvd NE-across
from .LllBelles. 266-'7936~
4/29
1966 CHEV I1 4-dr -t~ol; t>retty but runs
well-good tires-266·7935 or 873·2516.
Ask for Jfm~
·
4/29
PA:MOUS QUIVtRA BOOKSHOP . and·
Gallery Js . Y.!. block trom Johnson Gym
,on Cornell. Spi!cial ordel' serViC!e. 6/2 .

MAIU.OIIRIIDO 1n......EMERCEIIBI"
AFilm by

GILLO POITECORVO

An ILBIITO IIIIULDI Production· with EVARISTO MARQU12• RENATO SALVATORI
S!ory and seteenplay by f'IW(C:O SOLINAS and GIORGIO ARLORIO,
Art Director ·PJERO GIIERARDI • Millie £NNJO MORRICOME • COLOR by Detuse'
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